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I ordered this book thinking it would come with CD as stated and this is needed for the class to get

transcriptons off of.When it arrived, guess what no CD! I did get a refund from ,but still don't have a

cd and can't get one without buying the book all over again! disappointed,so be careful!

This text book is clear and easy to understand, but I feel like it has entirely too much Anatomy and

Physiology incorporated into it when that space could/should have been more dedicated to actual

transcription information and technique. I wish it had included more examples for when it talked

about substitutions of headers and what not. If you have never taken transcription,those examples

would be helpful so you don't feel like your stabbing in the dark.The Terminology glossary for each

chapter is great and convenient,and I appreciate that just for quick reference if you have had your

A&P classes..however, the chapters covering each field of medicine feels like filler information, so

I'm glad I got the book used.It was missing the CD but I was provided a link to the CD information by

my instructor so that wasn't an issue. Book was in great condition for being used and arrived

quickly.The seller was great.

I appreciate that this book was available online, but the book came different then what was

described. It was not in the condition that was stated. I am able to use the book and it accomplishes

the tasks that are necessary though.



This DOES NOT include the required dictation CD AS ADVERTISED!! DO NOT WASTE YOUR

TIME ORDERING! NO RETURN INFO TO BE FOUND - COMPLETE WASTE OF MONEY FROM

AN UNRELIABLE SELLER!

I am very happy I choose .com to buy a book. I received it in a short time, I had the CD in the book.

That was not extra and I am very happy with it.

My first experience with  was not as I would of wished it would be. :( I have to say I'm disappointed.

The comments on the book I bought said it was in really good condition. When I received this book it

had oil damage. And when I say oil damage, I'm not talking about cooking oil, I'm talking about the

oil from your engine, oil. And the worst part about it is whenever I walk into class and sit down, I

hear people asking "what's that smell"? And that smell would be my book. :( Please send me a new

book, I'm not happy. You can reach me at 406-239-5759 I have faith that you guys do take pride in

doing good business so you will correct your mistake to keep your customers happy. Thank you

very much. Tricia Potter. Look forward to hearing from you.

Book was in great shape and arrived fairly quickly. Only thing is read the fine print because it DOES

NOT come with the disc containing the dictations. My fault not the seller's.

This is a very clear, easy to understand textbook. I like the glossaries at the end of each chapter. It

helps to review the medical terminology needed for medical transcription.
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